REHAU Attivo hardware

Adding new value to your windows and balcony doors. Find out more at na.rehau.com/attivo
REHAU Attivo™

Designed for tilt-turn, turn and hopper windows and balcony doors. It fulfills the most stringent requirements for design, security, ease of function and durability. Our European system offers a wide range of possibilities, enabling us to meet customers’ needs.

1. **R-cam design**
   Ensures high-level security at closing points; additional security components can be integrated to suit the customer’s demand

2. **Full range hinge**
   Allows opening to a maximum of 180° (where wall conditions permit), providing maximum egress functionality

3. **Contemporary color range**
   Matching hinge cover caps available in up to eight colors

4. **Mid to high-end handle options**
   Increase design flexibility while matching individual’s style

5. **Branded hardware and handle offering**
   Provides a mark of European quality

6. **High-quality surface protection - Grade 5 of EN1670**
   Superior corrosion resistance for long-term durability and simple use

7. **Night vent option**
   Allows gentle circulation of air in case of hot weather

For further details, visit [na.rehau.com/attivo](http://na.rehau.com/attivo)